We report an all-electric integrable electron focusing lens in n-type GaAs. It is shown that a pronounced focusing peak takes place when the focal point aligns with an on-chip detector. The intensity and full width half maximum (FWHM) of the focusing peak are associated with the collimation of injected electrons. To demonstrate the reported focusing lens can be a useful tool, we investigate characteristic of an asymmetrically gate biased quantum point contact with the assistance of focusing lens. A correlation between the occurrence of conductance anomaly in low conductance regime and increase in FWHM of focusing peak is observed. The correlation is likely due to the electron-electron interaction. The reported electron focusing lens is essential for a more advanced electron optics device. arXiv:2002.04307v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 
INTRODUCTION
During the past several years, electronic and optical technologies have seen many encouraging developments. On the electronic end, emergent devices such as spintronics 1-3 and valleytronics 4, 5 have been proposed and realized; similarly, devices such as coherent optical memory 6 and optical qubit 7 have laid the foundation of optical quantum computation. Integrating optical and electronic properties into a single platform or electron optics will provide a unique system for investigating many phenomena emerging from their fusion. The wave nature of electrons in low dimensions, especially ballistic electrons in clean semiconductors, could be exploited for geometrical optical phenomena. In order to realize the potential of electron optics, it is necessary to establish a mapping between the fundamental optical components and their electronic counterparts. In this regard, it is well known that quantum point contacts (QPCs) or other lowdimensional electron sources are equivalent to a coherent optical source 8 ; electronic spin polariser is inspired by an optical polariser 9 ; electronic cavity/mirror shares functional similarities with the optical ones 10 . Electron focusing with the electrostatic lens has been demonstrated with a double-concave lens 11, 12 . However, the primary parameter that determines the focusing profile has not been addressed.
In the present work, we demonstrate an all-electric electron focusing lens with a more intuitive design and identify the main factor that shapes the focusing profile. A focusing peak occurs whenever the focal point, which is gate-voltage tunable, spatially aligns with the on-chip detector. It is found that the focusing profile is closely associated with the collimation of injected electrons. To give an example of the potential usage of the electronic focusing lens, we utilized this technique to investigate the characteristic of an asymmetrically gate biased QPC. A correlation between the occurrence of conductance anomaly in low conductance regime and increase in FWHM of focusing peak is observed. The correlation is likely due to electron-electron interaction.
EXPERIMENT
To realize an electronic analogue of an optical focusing scheme, it requires both collimated electron source and electron focusing lens [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The highly collimated ballistic electrons 13, 14 are injected by two QPCs, i.e., QPC1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 1(b) , whereas QPC3 functions as a detector. Electron injection angle concentrates at 0 • when the QPC is confined to low conductance regime, but always has a finite angular spread 13, 14 . Before being collected at QPC3, collimated electrons pass through an electronic focusing lens defined via a top gate encapsulating a double-concave shaped hollow regime [[ Fig. 1(b) ]; see supplementary information note 1 and 2 for comments on lens design 15 ]. Electron refraction follows the Snell's law 11, 12 . The relative refractive index N r = n1 n2 , which determines the location of focal point, is adjustable via reducing n 2 by applying negative gate voltage (n 2 is the electron density under the top-gated regime; n 1 is the density within the hollow area or raw 2D density).
The functionality of the electronic lens centered between the QPCs can be verified by noticing an enhancement in the detected signal when the focal point aligns with the saddle point of the detector (QPC3). To de- I3 represents the signal through detector where a noticeable enhancement, marked by the bold black arrow, was observed; I4+I5 is the signal drained to Ohmic contact 4 and 5. It is important to point out that, I3 and I4+I5 were measured simultaneously. It should be commented that the focusing peak is observable either use a single injector or both.
tect the real focusing signal, the residual signals were simultaneously drained to Ohmic contacts 4 and 5 in Fig. 1(b) ; otherwise, all the injected electrons would be drained via the detector whether or not the focusing condition was matched. Figure 1 
where R 1 = 2 µm and R 2 = -2 µm are the radius of right and left surface of the lens, D = 2 µm is the thickness of lens, N r can be extracted from capacitance model 16, 17 as
Vpin−V lens , where V pin indicates the pinched-off voltage of the lens gate. Inserting V pin = -1.60 V and V lens = -0.90 V, Eq.1 yielded that N r = 1.521 and l f = 2.17 µm which agrees very well with the lithographically defined distance (2.25 µm) between geometric centre of the lens and QPC3. The difference in the value may arise from the fact that the effective dimension of the (electrostatic) lens differs from the lithographically defined one; besides, an offset of the lens along primary axis is also possible. An enhancement in I 3 happened when the focal point of the electronic lens aligned with the saddle point of QPC3. In addition, the width of the focusing peak also revealed important insights. The focusing peak started forming once the focal point was driven to the vicinity of the entrance of QPC3 and attenuating when the focal point passed the exit; therefore a change in l f within this range of V lens should match channel length of QPC3. The full-width half maxima (FWHM) of the focusing peak suggested a change in l f of 313 nm which is consistent with the lithographically defined channel length of 300 Fig.1  (b) ], Vsg +∆V was applied to the upper arm. Series resistance has not been removed. The red arrow highlights the occurrence of a sub-0.7-anomaly. (b) Focusing peak with different ∆V applied to QPC1. QPC1 was set to G0, the gate voltage applied to the two arms of QPC1 were calibrated according to (a), QPC2 was not used; QPC3 was under symmetric gate bias and fixed at G0. Data in (b) have been offset vertically for clarity. (c) Peak position (blue) and FWHM (red) as a function of ∆V . It is necessary to mention a background has been removed in determining the FWHM. The background can be determined from two ways: 1. make a polynomial fitting in the vicinity of the focusing peak, as shown in supplemental Fig. 1; 2 . scales the data with both Ohmic 4 and 5 floating which does not include the correction due to focusing process, so that at zero lens gate voltage (the scaled) I3 is the same when Ohmic 4 and 5 are floating and grounded. The two methods lead to a similar conclusion. nm. The difference in values could probably arise from the finite angular spread of injected electrons.
To further validate the existence of the focusing process, we presented data after the sample was illuminated by a red LED in Fig. 1(d) with all QPCs set to G 0 . According to Eq.(1), N r must remain the same when focusing peak occurred before and after illumination. It was found that the only prominent peak after illumination, the focusing peak, in I 3 happened at V len = -1.08 V whereas V pin became -1.90 V as a result of increased 2D electron density, these values suggest N r = 1.523 just as before illumination.
It might be concerned that the focusing peak may arise from trivial electrostatic effects such as the cross-coupling between the split gates and lens gate, or coherent effects such as universal conductance fluctuation. These interpretations can be excluded by the data obtained with different injector conductance, different combination of grounding scheme (for instance, both Ohmic 4 and 5 are floating or grounded), temperature and transverse magnetic field dependence [see note 4 of supplementary in-formation for detailed discussion].
Temperature dependence of the focusing peak
The evolution of focusing peak with lattice temperature elevated from 20 mK to 1.6 K is presented in Fig.  2(a) . The focusing peak intensity γ weakened with increasing temperature and followed the trend based on electron collimation as shown in Fig. 2(b) . To avoid the constant pre-factor which could not be calculated directly, γ(T ) was normalized against γ(1.6K). γ was closely associated with electron collimation, it was suggested that 18
where l is electron propagation length, l m (T ) is the mean free path for electron-electron scattering at given temperature T , which is defined as l m (T ) = v F × τ ee (T ) where v F is the Fermi velocity and τ ee (T ) is electron-electron scattering time 18
where E F is the Fermi energy, k B is the Boltzmann constant, q T F is the Thomas-Fermi screening wave vector, k F is Fermi wave vector. l can be obtained by assuming electrons follow the classical trajectory connecting QPC1 (QPC2) and QPC3 with refraction at the lens taken into account, whereas l m (T ) is fully determined by T and electron density in the area between injectors and detector. The non-uniform electron density underneath the lens (including the top-gated regime and hollow area) was a complex situation. To simplify the calculation, we assume a uniform top-gate, without hollow regime, is patterned between the injector and detectors. The upper bound of the calculation [blue solid line in Fig.2(b) ] corresponds to V lens = -0.90 V applied to the virtual uniform top-gate, whereas lower bound is given by zero-gate voltage [red solid line in Fig.2(b) ]. It turned out that the experimental data lied between the lower and upper bound but much closer to the upper bound. The agreement between l and classical trajectory length (through a double-convex lens) further supported that peak at V len = -0.90 V arose from electron focusing. The temperature dependence data also indicate that the focusing peak is not due to trivial coherent effect [supplementary information note 4].
FOCUSING PEAK WITH ASYMMETRICALLY GATE BIASED INJECTOR
After confirming the lens was capable of focusing electrons, we utilized the technique to investigate the property of an asymmetrically gate biased QPC where lateral spin-orbit coupling (LSOC) was suggested to play a vital role [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , even in GaAs 24 .
The behaviour of injector QPCs with asymmetric gate bias was characterized using standard conductance measurement. Taking QPC1 as an example, if gate voltage V sg was applied to the bottom arm of the split gate [refers to Fig.1 (b) ], V sg + ∆V would be applied to the upper arm. ∆V was kept negative so that the 1D channel shifted towards the primary axis [Fig 1(a) ] instead of the tips of the lens, to avoid diffraction at the tips 25 . A short plateau-like feature, as marked by the red arrow in Fig.3(a) , below 0.7-anomaly started forming with increasing ∆V similar to previous observations [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . We denoted this feature as sub-0.7-anomaly hereafter. However, the sub-0.7-anomaly was unlikely to arise from previously proposed LSOC [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In GaAs electron gas, the ground-state electrons propagate along the potential minimum of the 1D channel. For the studied device, the lateral electric field at the potential minimum is about 100 V/m with ∆V = -1 V according to simulation in Fig. 4 [supplementary information note 8], which is insufficient to generate noticeable LSOC. Ideally speaking the electric field at the potential minimum should be zero, the finite value obtained here is likely due to the finite grid spacing used in the simulation.
Additional insight into the observed sub-0.7-anomaly can be extracted from the focusing experiment. In this experiment QPC1 (QPC2 was not used) was set to G 0 under different ∆V ; on the other hand, QPC3 was under symmetric bias and fixed at G 0 . The results are summarized in Fig. 3(b) and (c). It was clear that the focusing peak centred at -1.08 V regardless of ∆V . The robustness of focusing peak position indicates that electron injection angle from a QPC tends to concentrate at 0 • even with asymmetric confinement. Assuming that the injection angle concentrates at a non-zero angle α, then the injected electrons should be guided to f * in-stead of the focal point [see upper panel of Fig. 1(a) ]; to make f * align with the saddle point of detector, an adjustment on V lens is necessary, for instance the focusing peak should occur at V lens = -1.17 V assuming α = 6 • . Although the central position of focusing peak showed no explicit dependence on ∆V , FWHM of focusing peak almost increased monotonically against ∆V , as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The broadening of FWHM suggests a larger angular spread of injected electrons; in other words, a reduction in collimation [supplementary information note 7] . FWHM started increasing rapidly at ∆V = -0.4 V which was roughly the same ∆V to trigger the sub-0.7anomaly.
We suggest that the occurrence of sub-0.7-anomaly and increase in FWHM of focusing peak are possibly due to electron-electron interaction. Applying the asymmetric gate-bias ∆V results in a change in the effective length of the 1D channel, whereas the electron-electron interaction (e-e interaction) especially the exchange part is sensitive to the channel length, it has been shown conductance anomaly can occur between 0.8× 2e 2 h to 0.4× 2e 2 h depends on the channel length 26 . On the other hand, for a symmetrically gate-biased QPC, the angle α within which the electrons are highly collimated is given by 27, 28 ,
where E b is the potential at the saddle point where minimum 1D channel width W min occurs, W max is the critical channel width where electron transport still remains nonadiabatic. It is found that α changes from 5.24 • (∆V = 0) to 5.17 • (∆V = -1 V) without e-e interaction; on the other hand, α increases from 5.77 • (∆V = 0) to 6.77 • (∆V = -1 V) after taking e-e interaction into account. It seems that e-e interaction is an essential ingredient for an observable change in FWHM [see note 9 of supplementary information for a more detailed discussion]. It is also important to check the role of disorder, which can result in multiple irregular features on conductance characteristic. If we try to understand the conductance measurement in Fig.3 (a) based on disorder, it is natural to think the magenta trace (the third one from the right side), where several irregular features are observed, corresponds to the case where the effect of disorder is most substantial. The smoothing of the two most right traces indicates the channel is moving away from the disorder. It is then expected that the FWHM of focusing peak should follow a non-monotonic trend if disorder plays a primary role, however, the experimental result shows a monotonic trend.
EXTENDING THE FOCUSING SCHEME TO MATERIAL WITH STRONG SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING
It is helpful to apply the focusing scheme to material with strong intrinsic spin-orbit coupling (SOC). The strong intrinsic SOC can causes lateral motion, so that the two spin-branches tend to move along the opposite edges of the 1D channel where the lateral electric field is noticeable 19 . LSOC is induced as a result of the lateral electric field.
It has been shown that a small out-plane magnetic field can make angular distribution centered at a finite angle rather than 0 •29 . The effective out-plane magnetic field induced by intrinsic SOC can have similar influence. Therefore, it is expected that the angular spread has two peaks at ±θ in the presence of intrinsic SOC (± sign depends on spin orientation) instead of a single peak at 0 • when intrinsic SOC is absent. The spin branches will thus lead to two focusing peaks. Information on both the intrinsic SOC and LSOC can be extracted from the focusing profile. CONCLUSION We have developed a double-convex electron focusing lens which is an essential component for a complete tool kit of electron optics. A focusing peak occurred when the focal point of the lens aligned with the detector, the intensity of focusing was closely associated with the degree of electron collimation. Using the focusing lens, we found that the injection angle of 1D electrons tends to concentrate at 0 • even with considerable asymmetric gate bias ∆V . However, the angular spread broadened with increasing ∆V . The increment of FWHM was correlated with the occurrence of a sub-0.7-anomaly, possibly due to electron-electron interaction. The focusing scheme is ready to be extended to material with strong intrinsic spin-orbit interaction, where it allows to selectively polarized electron spin in the injector/detector and study the interplay between local spin states by monitoring the evolution in corresponding focusing peak.
